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Abstract: There is little research on why smaller ethnic groups with no political stakes in the conflict take part in civil wars. There is even less understanding as to why members of small ethnicities join ideologically-distant conflict participants to fight against an enemy that does not directly threaten their ethnic security. This study describes these ethnic minority combatants as “unlikely recruits.” It argues that members of politically-irrelevant minorities join stronger conflict participants – either governments or rebels – seeking to protect their ethnic interests from both their prospective hosts and their foes. Although the “unlikely recruits” have minimal grievances against enemies of their hosts and they receive limited participation rewards, forging an alliance with an actor which is likely to offer the highest benefits is sufficient to overcome the collective action problem. Recruiting members of
smaller ethnic minorities in the context of ethnic civil wars allows armed actors to strengthen their image of ethnic diversity and all-inclusiveness, as well as to benefit from material resources provided by the “unlikely recruits.” These arguments are empirically tested using new evidence from Ukraine that offers a rare glimpse into the dynamics of politically-irrelevant minorities’ participation in civil wars.

Introduction

In October 2001, several hundred ethnic Chechens from the Pankisi Gorge district of Georgia joined the Georgian government forces in their attack on ethnic Abkhaz separatists in Kodori Gorge area of the breakaway republic of Abkhazia. The Pankisi Gorge – a valley region homeland to ethnic Chechens (Kists) in Georgia – does not share physical borders with Abkhazia and, located over 200 km from the breakaway republic, has never been threatened or affected by Georgia’s conflict with Abkhaz separatists. Unlike mostly Orthodox Christian Georgians, ethnic Kists, similarly to many Abkhaz, are Sunni Muslims. Far from being known for its pro-Georgian attitudes, the Pankisi Gorge is frequently raided by Georgian security forces seeking to weed out extremists among the local Kist population.¹

Notwithstanding the lack of political and ideological grievances against Abkhaz and the absence of tangible material incentives, ethnic Kists chose to voluntarily join pro-Georgian forces attacking an adversary that did not challenge their ethnic interests or jeopardize their security. This example of ethnic Kists’ pro-Georgian mobilization is one of many cases when ethnic minorities join potentially hostile armed actors in campaigns against an enemy that does not challenge or threaten their ethnic interests.
Nevertheless the question of why individuals join conflict protagonists which promote ideologies unsympathetic to or even irreconcilable with their own ethnic identity has thus far received little attention in civil war studies. Previous research on the role of ethnic identity in civil wars described the process of armed mobilization against co-ethics as “ethnic defection”. ii The existing literature on ethnic defection focused exclusively on why members of ethnic minority groups mobilize on the side of government forces explicitly opposed to ethno-nationalist aspirations of their own ethnic group and fighting against rebel group(s) consisting largely of the members of the same ethnicity as defectors. iii Not much is known, however, as to why members of smaller ethnic minority groups seek to join non-co-ethnic armed groups – either pro-government or rebels – unsympathetic to their own ethnic aspirations and fighting against an enemy (from a different ethnic group) that does not necessarily threaten their ethnic identity. While IR literature is rife with studies on small states’ behavior and bandwagoning in the context of interstate conflict, research on intrastate conflict has tended to disregard the role of smaller ethnic minorities. The puzzle of “unlikely recruits” becomes even more relevant in the historical perspective. Examples of Jat Sikhs voluntarily mobilizing into the British Army to fight, among other conflicts, in the colonial war in Afghanistan and in the World War I, iv and of Muslim mountaineers from the North Caucasus enlisting into the Russian Army in 1914, are just a few reminders that the phenomenon of “unlikely recruits” is part of the history of human warfare. While existing explanations of the phenomenon emphasize individual motivations (such as honor or military tradition), or financial incentives, systematic analysis of both supply and demand side for the “unlikely recruits” in the context of contemporary civil wars is absent in the extant conflict studies literature.

To fill this gap in literature, I introduce the concept of “unlikely recruits” which refers to members of “politically-irrelevant” vi ethnic minorities voluntarily joining armed actors,
either pro- or anti-regime, engaged in a civil war on the territory of their country of
citizenship. These ethnic recruits participate in conflicts fought against an enemy that neither
actively recruits from the same ethnic group(s) as “unlikely recruits,” nor directly threatens
their security. In contrast to ethnic defectors, who mobilize against their own co-ethnics on
the side of an actor opposed to their ethnic interests, “unlikely recruits” join armed actors
ethno-linguistically and ideologically distant or even potentially hostile to their own ethnic
aspirations, but which are not engaged in conflict with co-ethnics of the “unlikely recruits.”
Since political, religious or ideological grievances of “unlikely recruits” against their chosen
enemies are minimal and material incentives are often irrelevant, these unexpected ethnic
recruits present a puzzling category of combatants that does not easily fit into existing
categories of armed actors. In contrast to foreign fighters, “unlikely recruits” join armed
formations in their own country of residence/citizenship, and unlike mercenaries, these ethnic
recruits are not attracted exclusively by financial incentives. Nevertheless, ethnicity plays an
important role in their mobilization as the “unlikely recruits” mobilize along ethnic lines and
tend to maintain connections with other members of their ethnicity serving for the same
armed group(s) by either creating formal ethnic units or by informally fostering ethnic
networks.

This paper seeks to provide theoretically-grounded explanations for the phenomenon of
“unlikely recruits,” which will be supported by empirical evidence from Ukraine. Theoretical
examination of politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities’ participation in civil wars examines
why do the “unlikely recruits” join conflict protagonists. I argue that in the context of civil
wars members of smaller ethnic minorities join conflict actors, which do not explicitly
support ethnic aspirations of ethnic minority recruits, because these conflict protagonists offer
the “unlikely recruits” better opportunities to promote and safeguard their ethnic interests
than other armed actors. The “unlikely recruits” are also more likely to join armed actors,
which they perceive as potential guarantors of their security should their ethnic interests become threatened by the armed group’s foes. I also explore why do the conflict actors accept ethnic minority recruits. Conflict actors are likely to welcome ethnic minority recruits due to additional resources (both human and material) that these combatants are providing. Recruiting ethnic minorities can also enable armed groups – on both sides of dyad – to bolster their image of all-inclusiveness and diversity, which could be employed to facilitate international recognition and financial support, as well as to cement their position domestically.

This study draws its empirical insights from in-depth semi-structured interviews with members of Ukraine’s smaller ethnic minority groups who mobilized for far-right pro-government volunteer battalions during Ukraine’s armed conflict with pro-Russian separatists in 2014-15. Interviews with Ukraine’s ethnic Jews, Greeks, Tatars, Hungarians, Armenians, Roma (Romani) and Romanians reveal that members of these ethnic minorities mobilized for pro-government volunteer battalions, many of which advocate radical far-right ideologies, convinced that the groups’ membership promotes their ethnic interests and aspirations. A second wave of interviews with representatives of pro-government volunteer battalions demonstrated that these armed groups were keen to recruit ethnic minorities attracted by the public relations (PR) opportunities and resource inflow that the “unlikely recruits” were offering.

**Smaller ethnic minorities in civil war**

This study contributes to the broader literature on ethnic conflicts and the role of ethnicity in civil wars. Notwithstanding the large and growing number of studies on ethnic civil wars, the role of ethnic minorities in civil war literature is ascribed to either minorities in control of
government, or minorities rebelling against the government. The first strand of literature examines ethnic minorities through the prism of association between ethnic minority’s control of state and civil war onset. Studies on ethnic minority rule emphasized the likelihood of ethnic conflict as a result of the minority’s control over government and the emergence of ethnic grievances against the minority rule facilitating deeper ethnic fragmentation. The second, and larger, group of studies analyzed the role of ethnic minorities in the context of insurgencies fought between an ethnic minority rebels and the government. The bulk of studies on ethno-nationalist and secessionist conflicts are centered on ethnic minorities mobilizing against the dominant ethnic group in order to obtain independence, autonomy or other socioeconomic and political concessions from the government.

Notwithstanding efforts to expand the focus on ethnic groups beyond a classical two-actor analysis, the existing scholarship continues to examine ethnic civil wars through the lenses of “two nominally rival ethnic groups”. The role of multiethnicity in civil wars remains a relatively underexplored variable that has been examined primarily from the perspective of the relationship between the presence of multiple ethnic groups in a country and incidence of political violence. Sambanis has argued that “more ethnically heterogenous societies are likely to engage in civil wars.” Similar arguments were raised by other scholars.

Nevertheless, much of the scholarship remains centered on the analysis of largest ethnic minority groups. Cederman et al. insisted that the size of an ethnic group is critical towards their decisions to rebel. The focus in the ethnic conflict literature has been on “politically-relevant” groups as the unit of analysis, advanced by Cederman et al., defined as ethnic contender groups challenging the power of ethnic majority, and as a result discriminated against and excluded from power-sharing. In Cederman et al.’s definition, an
ethnic group is “politically relevant if at least one political organization claims to represent it in national politics or if its members are subjected to state-led political discrimination.” The bias towards the largest ethnic minority was justified by the argument that “larger groups will be able to stage successful collective action thanks to their superior numbers”. Large-N studies examined the effect of ethnic fractionalization and ethnic exclusion on civil war onset and dynamics from the perspective of largest ethnic groups, but few efforts were made to understand behaviors of smaller ethnic minorities. Whose side of the dyad are politically-irrelevant ethnic groups – or smaller ethnic minorities – with no ethnolinguistic ties either to the largest ethnic minority or ethnic majority can be expected to take in the context of civil wars?

Hypothetically, smaller ethnic minorities can join government, which often is a stronger actor; they can remain neutral, or become part of rebellion. With the exception of neutrality, which also sometimes hard to maintain, other two options involve overcoming the collective action problem, common for insurgencies. Bearing in mind that politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities have much fewer chances than larger minority groups to obtain political or economic benefits from their participation in insurgency, they have less incentives to join rebellions. Supporting a rebellion can entail much higher cost to politically-irrelevant minorities than abstaining from participation regardless of the outcome of civil war. Supporting a government can be similarly cost-inefficient, particularly if we assume that neither the dominant ethnic group (government) nor the largest ethnic minority (rebels) are sympathetic to the plight of smaller minorities and therefore would be uninterested in offering high participation rewards.

One theoretical approach previously employed to explain why ethnic group members join conflict actors unsympathetic to their own interests is loyalism. In Kalyvas’s wording, loyalism is “the manipulation of cleavage salience through the introduction of a new political
dimension.” However, loyalism entails that an ethnic minority is offered sufficient bonuses by either government or rebels to maintain its loyalty, and that participation in war is likely to be rewarded. Examples of “unlikely recruits” from different corners of the world demonstrate that politically-irrelevant minorities are rarely purposefully offered participation rewards, and instead they are likely to face further marginalization from stronger actors. Using evidence from Ukraine, this article shows that irrespectively of seemingly limited opportunities and participation rewards, “unlikely recruits” join conflict participants that are likely to offer them highest rewards and which are also more likely to appreciate benefits that politically-irrelevant minorities bring along.

**Introducing “unlikely recruits”**

The first contribution that this study makes is to unravel the neglected question of politically-irrelevant (smaller) minorities’ role in civil wars by encapsulating a somewhat ambiguous role that smaller ethnic minorities play under a more nuanced and enduring concept of “unlikely recruits.” Who are the “unlikely recruits” and how do they differ from other conflict participants? The first most critical characteristic of “unlikely recruits” is that these members of politically-irrelevant minorities mobilize not against armed actors which directly threaten their security, as for example is the case with the Yazidi Protection Force of Sinjar (HPŞ) mobilized against the Islamic State group. Rather, “unlikely recruits” take up arms against conflict participants, which pose no imminent threat to ethnic interests or human security of smaller ethnic minorities. For example, ethnic Armenians in Turkey’s Diyarbakir province volunteered into anti-PKK Village Guards militia regardless of the PKK’s sympathies for Armenians and the gruesome history of persecution of ethnic Armenians by Turks.\(^ {xxv} \) In a same vein, Syriac Military Council, a Christian-Assyrian militia in Al-Hasakah
governorate in Syria, has been fighting alongside Kurdish YPG forces against Turkish troops in Afrin in 2018.

The second feature of “unlikely recruits” is that these ethnic combatants join an armed actor, which is unlikely to support ethnic aspirations of politically-irrelevant minorities, and which often shares no common sectarian or ethno-linguistic ties with its ethnic minority allies. For example, Syrian Circassians – mostly Sunni Muslims – have taken the side of Alawites against fellow Sunni anti-Assad rebels from the Free Syrian Army during the early stages of the Syrian Civil War. The most rational explanation would be that smaller ethnic minorities are likely to join the strongest actor involved in civil war, with largest territorial control. xxvi However, examples demonstrate that neither military strength, nor territorial control of armed actors emerge as decisive factors behind the smaller ethnic minorities’ choice of allies. Since the mid-2000s, ethnic minorities have been actively mobilizing for Taliban in Afghanistan’s north. The non-Pashtun recruits include ethnic Uzbeks, Tajiks, Hazara and Turkmens, who were known to fiercely oppose Taliban during the 1990s civil war. Taliban’s brutal campaigns against ethnic minorities in the north were instrumental behind widespread support among non-Pashtun ethnicities for the Northern Alliance’s Uzbek and Tajik warlords. xxvii A brief capture of the northern provincial capital city Kunduz by the Taliban in 2015 and a series of successful offensives in most northern provinces from 2014 to 2018 were largely attributed to the Taliban’s ability to recruit members of ethnic minorities in non-Pashtun parts of the country. xxviii It is noteworthy that “unlikely recruits” among Afghan ethnic minorities have joined the armed group well-known for its Pashtun ethno-nationalist aspiration and hostility to northern ethnicities in order to oppose the government that has consistently sought to accommodate ethnic interests of Afghanistan’s Uzbeks, Tajiks, Turkmens and other minorities of the north.
The other factor peculiar to “unlikely recruits” is that they mobilize along ethnic lines, and their ranks consist almost exclusively from co-ethnics residing on the territory of their country of citizenship. In contrast to ethnic defectors, “unlikely recruits” do not purposefully mobilize against their own co-ethnics, but instead maintain close networks within their ethnic group. Bearing in mind that ethnic identity is crucial for collective action, the “unlikely recruits” employ their ethnic networks to communicate preferences and coordinate action.

The second contribution that this study makes is in providing an explanation for why politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities create unlikely alliances and mobilize on the side of an actor that does not explicitly promote their interests and choose to become adversaries with a conflict actor that does not directly threaten their security or interests. This study also seeks to explain why armed actors on either side of dyad are willing to welcome members of smaller ethnic minorities into their ranks. The following sections focus more in detail on these aspects of the politically-irrelevant minorities’ participation in civil wars.

Why do the “unlikely recruits” mobilize?

The extant theory of ethnic rebellion posits that ethnic groups rebel if they are excluded, downgraded and underrepresented. Not only political exclusion and economic marginalization, that are widely rehearsed in the literature, but also “threats to group identity” and efforts by the largest ethnic group to dominate others were identified as causes of ethnic mobilization. The current theory of participation in civil wars is centered on two key strands of arguments. The first group of scholars promotes the “greed and grievances” paradigm, which prioritizes either material or ideological and perceptional group motivations. The second strand of civil war studies argues that grievances-based explanations fail to provide an exhausting explanation, which has led to the emergence of the
opportunities-based theories of ethnic civil conflicts.\textsuperscript{xxxvii} Drawing upon the collective action theory,\textsuperscript{xxxviii} the proponents of opportunities-based approaches posit that "[s]uccessful mobilization requires \textit{both motivation and organizational capacity}"\textsuperscript{xxxix} that are needed to overcome collective action problem.

This study echoes the opportunities-centered school in arguing that politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities mobilize on either side of dyad driven by both motivations and opportunities to transform their grievances into action. This argument also draws upon the grievances-centered school of thought as the “unlikely recruits” do not only seek opportunities to promote their aggregated ethnic group interests, but also to alleviate the conflict-related uncertainty and their ethnic group’s security concerns. Along with larger ethnic groups, smaller ethnic minorities harbor political and ethnic aspirations, which, in contrast to ethnic majority and larger ethnic minorities, they often lack opportunities and resources to materialize. Political status, representation and access to other participation-related benefits are among the motivational factors encouraging smaller minorities to participate. A conflict actor which is more likely to offer these opportunities to the “unlikely recruits” has more chances to obtain their support. Since smaller ethnic minorities can only offer limited benefits to more powerful conflict actors, they too can only expect limited rewards. Along with “grievances” dimension of motivations, material incentives could be instrumental. For example, some members of the Afghan ethnic minorities were attracted by the Taliban’s protectionism of opium industry and smuggling, which offered jobs and incomes that the government was unable to provide.

Notwithstanding the importance of political rights and material benefits, security concerns seem to dominate the smaller minorities’ motivations to ally with more influential conflict protagonists. Although politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities may not be facing immediate security threats emanating from either side of dyad, conditions can easily change
under the precarious environment of a civil war. Failure to create alliances with stronger actors may lead to negative for politically-irrelevant groups outcomes. The urge by ethnic groups to ensure their own security – even in the absence of imminent threats – is encapsulated in the ethnic security dilemma, and was identified by Sambanis\textsuperscript{\textit{xI}} as one of the causes of ethnic conflicts. To an extent, smaller ethnic minorities ally themselves with more powerful conflict actors in order to avoid what Fearon\textsuperscript{\textit{xII}} dubbed as commitment problem wherein ethnic majorities cannot stop themselves from abusing ethnic minorities in the context of political crises or uncertainty. Unlike larger ethnic minorities which could be expected to rebel in response to perceived injustices,\textsuperscript{\textit{xIII}} politically-irrelevant minorities often lack capacity and resources to start insurgency and are compelled to join either side of dyad. As rational actors, ethnic minorities choose to join not necessarily the strongest actor, but the one that is likely to offer them protection should it become necessary. This is not to say that the “unlikely recruits” will take side of the weakest conflict actor. Rather, they will seek alliance with the actor that, in their perception, has higher capacity to guarantee their security and to provide them access to public goods. There is also no guarantee that the “unlikely recruits” will maintain their loyalty to just one conflict protagonist in the course of civil war.

In search of ethnic security, smaller minorities may also choose to ally themselves with groups that are more likely to pose threat for them. Therefore, mobilizing for a conflict actor with the higher potential to endanger their security and ethnic interests may serve as a pre-emptive protection mechanism. For instance, efforts of Mali’s predominantly nomadic Fulani herdsmen to ally themselves with Jihadi militants could be explained by the Fulanis’ search for ethnic security from the conflict participant with the highest potential to jeopardize their security. By forging alliance with the conflict actor which is more likely to threaten them, smaller ethnic minorities not only gain access to potential participation rewards – both political and material – but also thwart possible attacks against them.
Along with motivational factors, organizational capacity is critical towards the ethnic minorities’ ability to mobilize. There does not seem to be a definitive agreement among the scholars as to whether the group size matters when it comes to mobilizing for participation in intrastate conflict. While some argue that larger minorities can draw large numbers of recruits, others present insurgency as an “elite-level struggle for status” wherein smaller groups are more efficient at coordinating the collective action. A cursory look through empirical findings of this study suggests that although politically-irrelevant minorities are never by default numerically large enough to facilitate massive mobilizations, they also should not be too small or geographically dispersed in order to organize coordinated ethnic mobilization. Ethnic networks emerge as crucial in facilitating mobilization and overcoming collective action problem. In the absence of ethnic networks, even medium sized ethnic groups would find it hard to communicate ethnic interests and encourage participation as a group.

**Why do conflict actors accept the “unlikely recruits”?**

Why would conflict actors in ethnic civil wars recruit individuals from ethnic minorities with different ethnolinguistic, sectarian and sometimes even ideological background? The key theoretical puzzle that this study seeks to examine is the determinants of mobilization among smaller ethnic minorities. However, in order to provide a more nuanced understanding of the “unlikely recruits” phenomenon, I also discuss why the conflict protagonists are willing to accept the “unlikely recruits.” Despite mobilizing for stronger conflict actors, the “unlikely recruits” tend to harbor few sympathies for ethnic aspirations and goals of their hosts. Instead, for members of politically-irrelevant minorities participation in conflict on the side of another ethnicity is associated with pursuing their own objectives. I argue that conflict
actors recruiting members of smaller ethnic minorities pursue at least two major interests of their own.

First, public and external relations are important even for secessionist movements with limited international aspirations. Whether to achieve international legitimacy and recognition, or to establish and maintain collaboration and communication with domestic and international support networks, both government and rebels involved in civil war seek to maintain (at least on surface) the image of diversity and all-inclusiveness. Both ethno-nationalist rebels and minority-ruled states (ethnocracies) tend to seek creating an image of ethnic diversity and ethnic minority representation. For example, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) has sought to extend its recruitment to ethnic Armenians in order to create an image of all-inclusive Kurdistan. Welcoming members of “neutral” ethnic minorities allows conflict actors to present themselves both domestically and internationally as ethnically diverse and open to cooperation with different types of actors. While extending their recruitment to competing ethnic groups can be both ineffective and undesirable – with the exception of ethnic defectors – for both sides, the third-party ethnic minorities can be expected to be more trustworthy and reliable.

Second, ethnic minority recruits provide additional material resources. Although the politically-irrelevant minorities cannot be expected to bring along extensive economic resources, they nevertheless can count on ethnic networks and even Diaspora support to provide their host with extra funding, military hardware and other supplies. For example, during the early stages of Sri Lankan Civil War, Tamil Tigers (LTTE) eagerly recruited members of Sri Lankan Muslim (Lanka Yonaka) ethnic minority, because of material resources and weapon supplies that this group offered to the LTTE. Similarly, the Syrian Palestinian groups fighting for pro-Assad forces, particularly the al-Quds Brigade and the Galilee Forces, channeled funds and hardware through Palestinian Diasporas around the
world, as well as – through ethnic networks – directly from Palestine. It is erroneous to expect that material resources offered by the “unlikely recruits” are of high significance for the host forces. However, the economic support channeled through ethnic minority recruits is likely to serve as part of broader support base, identified in literature as critical for success in the context of an intrastate conflict. On more practical level, host forces receive an opportunity to promote their interests among ethnic minority constituencies. They obtain access to territories and settlements occupied by ethnic minorities and can make use of infrastructure in control of friendly minority groups. For many civil war actors the above listed benefits are sufficient to welcome “unlikely recruits”, particularly considering that the minority combatants do not demand high rewards in return for participation.

Methods and Data

To empirically illustrate the dynamics of the “unlikely recruits” participation in civil wars, I draw on the case study of pro-government mobilization among Ukraine’s ethnic minorities during the East Ukraine conflict of 2014-15. As a country hosting an ethnic majority (Ukrainians), largest ethnic minority (Russians) and over a dozen smaller ethnic minorities, Ukraine provides an excellent laboratory for research on politically-irrelevant minorities’ participation in civil wars. The empirical data was collected from a series of semi-structured in-depth interviews with conflict participants. Due to challenges of access and the small sample size, qualitative interviews were chosen as the most appropriate empirical strategy. During fieldwork two categories of informants were interviewed.

The main group of informants consisted of members of ethnic minority groups, composing between 0.3% (156,000) and 0.1% (48,000) of country’s population, who mobilized for pro-government volunteer battalions in 2014-15 (see Appendix, Table 1). The
sample consists of 38 participants, representing the following ethnic minority groups: ethnic Jews (8), Roma (Romani) (7), Tatars (6), Hungarians (5), Greeks (5), Romanians (4) and Armenians (3). Since all members of ethnic minority groups maintained close-knit ethnic networks with members of their own ethnicity both within pro-government armed units and among civilians, it was possible to determine approximate numbers of “unlikely recruits” from each ethnicity.

As per the informants’ admissions, the average number of smaller ethnic minority recruits fluctuated between 20 and 50 individuals, with ethnic Jews and Roma (approximately 50 combatants each), followed by Greeks (around 40) and Tatars (over 35) as the largest contributors among smaller ethnic minorities. Bearing in mind relatively low total numbers of ethnic volunteers from each ethnicity, I am confident that the current sample is representative (see Appendix, Table 2). The sample representativeness is further confirmed by the fact that – owing to ethnic networks – ethnic minority combatants were in frequent contact (either directly or through social media) with other members of their ethnic group, and therefore were well informed about opinions and attitudes of the rest of ethnic contingent. Most ethnic recruits from the same ethnicity were introduced to the respective battalions through the same recruiters and remained in touch with other members of their ethnicity serving in the same or other battalions through Facebook groups.
All informants were males aged between 20 and 45 years old. Geographical origins of informants echoed historical distribution of their respective ethnic groups. The majority of informants of Greek, Tatar and Armenian ethnicities were originally from southern regions (predominantly Black Sea coast). Hungarians, Romanians and Roma were from western provinces of Ukraine, and ethnic Jews were residents of either Odessa or Kiev regions. Interviews were carried out in Russian and Ukrainian languages, which most informants – with the exception of Hungarian recruits – identified as their primary languages of communication. With the exception of ethnic Jewish informants, members of other ethnic minorities confirmed knowledge of their ethnic languages.

The fieldwork was conducted in Kiev and Dnipro between July 2015 and September 2017. The interviews cover period from the start of armed conflict in Donbass region in April 2014 until the end of large scale combat and partial demobilization of volunteer battalions in June-July 2015. Informants were contacted through press-services of volunteer battalions and through two volunteer recruitment centers in Kiev and one in Dnipro. Alongside the informants’ ethnicity, the key selection criterion was membership in a volunteer battalion, which promoted ultranationalist or far-right ideology, for at least 30 consecutive days. All informants were members of three major volunteer battalions: Volunteer Corps of Ukraine - DUK (“Right Sector”), “Azov” and “Karpat’ska Sich”. All three battalions are notorious for their ultranationalist and far-right ideological stance. As enlistment into paramilitary battalions – in contrast to service in Ukraine’s conscription-based military forces – was voluntary, the sample includes only individuals who joined the armed units on their own will. A non-random sample was used, which involved identifying one or two members of each ethnic minority among the battalions’ former and active members and requesting these informants to refer the researcher to other ethnic combatants.
The second smaller group of informants consisted of representatives of volunteer battalions responsible for recruitment (4), public relations (4), image-building and public awareness (1). This group of informants consisted of two female and five male informants. All informants identified themselves as ethnic Ukrainians and bilingual speakers of both Ukrainian and Russian languages. This category of informants was contacted for their views and opinions about their respective battalions’ policies and attitudes towards recruiting members of politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities.

Each in-depth face-to-face interview lasted at least 20 minutes. The interviewees were asked open-ended semi-structured questions enabling them to elaborate their views and opinions on why members of Ukraine’s smaller minorities mobilized for far-right volunteer battalions and why the battalions were willing to accept the “unlikely recruits”. Due to security concerns of informants and their discomfort with digital recording, interviews were recorded as field notes. This study has used a de-identified sample, whereby names and other identifiers of informants were replaced by a code (pseudonym). Narrative analysis was selected as the method of data coding.

**Pro-government mobilization in Ukraine**

The start of official mobilization in 2014 Ukraine was directly associated with the annexation of Crimea by Russia on March 16, 2014. On March 17, a decree was issued by the acting President Oleksandr Turchinov on nationwide mobilization and the formation of Territorial Defense Battalions (*Bataliony Territorialnoi Oborony*). The call to assemble volunteer battalions was issued by the Ministry of Defense in order to create “citizen volunteer” units able to assist the National Army and National Guard to maintain the law and order. By the end of March, only about 4,000 volunteers joined the Army and volunteer units. The first
wave of mobilization was marred by the highest level of draft evasion since Ukrainian independence.\textsuperscript{lviii} It is only after the start of anti-government pogroms in Donetsk and Lugansk which led to the occupation of government buildings by pro-separatist protesters in the early April that the formation of volunteer battalions began in earnest.\textsuperscript{lviii} The flow of Russian weapons, funds and manpower across porous Russian-Ukrainian border into Donbass region,\textsuperscript{lix} enabled separatists to secure full control over Donetsk and Lugansk. On April 13, the start of anti-terrorist operation (ATO) in eastern Donbass region was officially declared. By the end of April, there were over 30 volunteer battalions assembled to fight counterinsurgency in the East.

The early weeks of ATO were marked by complete incompetence of the Ukrainian military, who have suffered crushing defeats in Donetsk, Sloviansk, Kramatorsk and several smaller cities in Donbass region.\textsuperscript{lix} Not only the Army demonstrated the lack of preparedness for combat, but also a number of government platoons voluntarily surrendered their weapons and vehicles to separatists and on some occasions even switched sides.\textsuperscript{lxi} By the mid-April, separatists managed to seize control of the large swathes of Donbass region. Having declared the creation of Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) and Lugansk People’s Republic (LNR), separatist forces advanced towards the coastal city of Mariupol.

The second wave of nationwide mobilization was declared on May 6. The government’s botched counter-offensive, launched on the eve of mobilization call in the last week of April, was stalled near Donetsk. From the first weeks of conflict it became obvious that the 130,000 strong Ukrainian Army, only had 6,000 men (mostly in the National Guard), prepared for combat. Notorious for its systemic corruption, embezzlement and hazing, the national Army was seen by many Ukrainians as incapable and derelict.\textsuperscript{lxi} Thus, the rise of volunteer battalions took place hand in hand with the decline of regular Army. From the second half of April to mid-May, a steady flow of volunteers to the battalions began to increase reaching its
peak by the end of May. When the numbers of volunteer combatants were estimated to be between 20,000 to 30,000 men and women, battalions began to multiply in numbers. Over 40 battalions were operating in the ATO area by the mid-June. Independently financed, armed and equipped, some volunteer battalions received a status of “territorial self-defense” units within the Ministry of Interior or Ministry of Defense, others, such as for instance the DUK battalion, had no formal affiliation at all.

The largest, militarily strongest and most popular battalions, such as “Azov” and DUK, and UDA (Ukrainian Volunteer Army), were notorious for their ultranationalist and far-right ideologies. Combining radical Ukrainian nationalism with elements of Slavic paganism, “Azov” battalion in particular served as the hub for ultranationalist activists from all walks of life, including, but not limited to football hooligans (ultras) and former members of security forces. Other nationalist battalions included “Karpat’ska Sich,” “Aydar,” “Tornado” and the OUN (Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists) battalions. The reliance on radical nationalism enabled volunteer battalions to present themselves as force which, unlike the government, is capable to protect the Ukrainian statehood and territorial integrity. The popularity of the battalions among volunteer recruits – all of whom chose the battalions’ membership instead of formal conscription – stemmed from their ability to effectively raise funding and to create military force free of corruption and hazing.

Notwithstanding the battalions’ scandalous ideological background, both “Azov” and DUK attracted large numbers of recruits from the Ukrainian ethnic minorities. Large numbers of Russian-speakers and ethnic Russians joined “Azov” and DUK battalions from the early stages of East Ukraine conflict. In the words of a former “Azov” recruiter: “Many of our platoons in ATO regions in 2014 consisted primarily of Russian speakers. West [regions] provided considerably less people.” The DUK was similarly overwhelmingly staffed by Russian-speakers from the east and south of Ukraine. A former DUK recruit attested that
he was surprised to discover that most other recruits in his new regiment: “were speaking mostly Russian and were from Kiev, Odessa and some other [Russian-speaking] cities.” Not only Russians, but also the largest Muslim ethnic minority, Crimean Tatars en masse mobilized into the battalions. While many Crimean Tatars were serving with DUK, Crimean Tatar activists have also collaborated with “Azov” members during the blockade of Crimea events.

Along with politically-relevant ethnic minorities, Ukraine’s smaller ethnic groups flocked the recruitment centers to join volunteer battalions. In the words of a former battalion recruiter who worked at a recruitment center in Kiev in Spring 2014: “there were so many different nationalities queuing up in our recruitment center, so that some of our divisions were made up entirely of non-[ethnic] Ukrainians.” Although, in contrast to ethnic Russians and Crimean Tatars, most of Ukraine’s smaller ethnic minorities were not directly affected by the conflict, the politically-irrelevant ethnic groups chose to take part in the conflict. Ukraine’s ethnic Jews were actively involved in the war effort in the East. Ukraine’s southern city of Odessa, as well as the Black Sea coastal regions, is a home to large ethnic Jewish community, which provided numerous Jewish recruits. Some were even credited with participating in establishing the “Azov” battalion. Most continued practicing Judaism while serving with volunteer battalions. Partly due to their exposure to conflict violence in the Black Sea coastal city of Mariupol and in Donbass, ethnic Greeks – despite maintaining official neutrality – mobilized for pro-government forces since the early weeks of conflict. Dispersed across the country, Ukraine’s Roma community was actively involved in the conflict. Ethnic Armenians is another small ethnic minority which took part in the Donbass War. Often confused with Crimean Tatars, Ukrainian (Western) Tatars were heavily assimilated during the Soviet period, and maintain relatively weak ethnic networks, which affected their ability to mobilize along the ethnic lines. With the mass
exodus of ethnic Hungarians from Ukraine’s Zakarpattia region to Hungary, among other small ethnic minorities, Hungarians were the least involved in participation in East Ukraine conflict.\textsuperscript{lxxx} Similar dynamics exist among ethnic Romanians, who owing to steady relocation to the neighboring Romania were rather reluctant to dispatch large contingents to the eastern front.

Since neither of these ethnic groups has representation in the parliament or has a political party of their own, there are few rewards – if any – that the “unlikely recruits” from these ethnic groups could reap at the group level.\textsuperscript{lxxxi} Although Roma, Hungarians and Romanians\textsuperscript{lxxxii} could be expected to harbor latent grievances against the Ukrainian state over perceived discrimination and marginalization, none of the smaller ethnic minorities experienced systematic and targeted discrimination from the government. These characteristics make Ukraine’s smaller ethnic minorities incompatible with Cederman et al.’s\textsuperscript{lxxxiii} definition of politically-relevant ethnic groups. Notwithstanding their lack of political “relevance” and seemingly limited participation rewards, the Ukraine’s smaller ethnicities succeeded in overcoming the collective action problem and mobilized for the most unlikely hosts – the far-right battalions. The following sections provide empirical findings of this study, explaining why the Ukraine’s “unlikely recruits” mobilized for armed groups unsympathetic and even ideologically hostile to their ethnic interests and why their unlikely hosts have welcomed the members of smaller ethnicities.

**Strange bedfellows: Ethnic minorities and far-right battalions**

The start of armed conflict in East Ukraine – with the exception of some Greek and Roma communities – had no immediate impact on security of Ukraine’s smaller ethnic groups. In the words of a Tatar volunteer from Kiev,\textsuperscript{lxxxiv} “apart from inflation and frequent political
rallies, the war had no other effect on [our] life.” A Hungarian volunteer from Lvov region in western Ukraine,\textsuperscript{lx} echoed that opinion: “because the war was so far from us, and many in our community believed that it has nothing to do with us [Hungarians], many did not care at all.” Since many members of smaller ethnicities in Ukraine are Russian-speakers with little sympathies for the Ukrainian nationalism, the battalions’ ideology was terrifying for ethnic minorities. A former Jewish volunteer recalled that when he first heard of the “Right Sector” (DUK), “I was disgusted with them.”\textsuperscript{lxxxvi} An ethnic Armenian combatant\textsuperscript{lxxvii} held similar opinion in spring 2014: “I just did not take them seriously. I am a Russian-speaker [apart from native Armenian language], and I could never imagine joining these people.” Over 60% of other informants shared similar views of distrust and dislike towards the volunteer battalions.

Nevertheless, defeats suffered by the Ukrainian army in the East and the rise of volunteer battalions ignited sudden interest towards the war among smaller ethnicities. The initially wary attitude towards far-right battalions began to shift particularly fast after the battalions, spearheaded by “Azov”, succeeded in halting the separatists’ offensive on the Black Sea coast. The battle for the strategic coastal city of Mariupol in June 2014, along with the pro-government forces’ successful advances around Donetsk, raised the profile and popularity of volunteer battalions. The battalions’ awareness raising campaigns, their powerful presence on social media, and frequent TV appearances solidified the image of battalions as committed to protecting the state,\textsuperscript{lxxxviii} rather than to promoting far-right ideologies. Large numbers of ethnic Russians and Russian-speakers among the battalions’ leadership and the rank-and-file membership was another factor demonstrating the multi-ethnic makeup of the battalions.\textsuperscript{lxxxix}

When asked about their choice of host armed groups, the informants’ aspirations to cement their ethnic groups’ position and status were prominent. Unlike the formal armed
forces, the battalions were perceived to provide better opportunities for recognition of the
ethnic groups’ status. As emphasized by a Roma combatant: “We can serve together [with
coeithnics] here and we are being taken seriously. The commanders see us as representing
Roma, rather than just regular soldiers as we would be in the army.” A Jewish volunteer
added: “our [non-Jewish] mates and commanders understand that we are Jews and are very
respectful of our religion and traditions.” Another ethnic Jew commented: “Often when I
speak to my superiors here, or when I am being interviewed by the press, I feel that I am
speaking on behalf of the Jewish community. … And this is what my rabbi told me back
home, that I am not here on my own, I am part of Jewish community.” Similar opinion was
held by a Hungarian volunteer, who said that: “we are often consulted by commanders or
interviewed by journalists, but not as regular soldiers, rather as Hungarians. They want to
know what we think as Hungarians.” The sense of agency in representing their respective
ethnic groups was seen as motivating by the volunteers: “here for the first time in my life I
have fully embraced my Tatar identity and I was proud to represent my community.”
Several informants confessed that as representatives of their ethnic communities, they could
advise on behalf of their communities not only the battalion commanders, but also leaders of
political parties and the government officials. A Roma volunteer explained: “Since those who
served in the ATO are well respected, we often felt that we serve as ambassadors for our
people.” During their service, many informants were frequently in touch with their ethnic
community leaders, communicating on behalf of their communities with journalists and
politicians, who often visited the ATO area. In the words of a Jewish volunteer: “We Jewish
volunteers had many opportunities to discuss what our community wanted with senior people
[in government]. They would listen to us, because we were much more than [just] regular
citizens.” The “unlikely recruits”’ unique status was actively exploited by their ethnic
community leaders who communicated their political agenda through the recruits not only to
the battalions’ leadership, but also to the broader political establishment and the Ukrainian public. Some recruits vividly described these processes: “Our community needed to use all possible avenues to show to the Ukrainian people that Romas are not thieves or criminals, but that we are fighting in the ATO.”\textsuperscript{xcvii} The Roma volunteer further added: “In a way, … we had an [important] mission of presenting Roma community in an honorable light.” A similar opinion had been voiced by many other informants. For example an ethnic Greek volunteer confessed that: “when I joined [the war effort], I was not sure whether I was doing the right thing, but [later] I became confident that I am doing a big favor not only to my country [Ukraine], but most of all to my own [Greek] community.”\textsuperscript{xcviii}

The feeling that being part of the battalions was far better for their ethnic groups than being neutral, or opposing the battalions was widespread among the “unlikely recruits.” An Armenian volunteer explained: “My [Armenian] mates and myself here, we represent our community and we know that because of our contribution, our blood spilt here, [Ukrainian] nationalists won’t ever think of [ethnic] Armenians as enemies.”\textsuperscript{xcix} A former Jewish volunteer agreed: “‘Azov’ knows what we [ethnic Jews] did for it. I joined not only because the battalion is better than the army, but also because it will remember and honor our [Jewish] contribution.”\textsuperscript{ xc} As one the most vulnerable ethnic minorities in Ukraine, Roma were highly concerned that their contribution to the war effort should protect Roma communities from the nationalists.\textsuperscript{ ci} “We Roma have always been at a disadvantage and we have to be careful whose side do we choose. Serving for the battalion is a safe bet.”\textsuperscript{cii} Other “unlikely recruits” were more concerned with practical security matters. A Greek volunteer elaborated: “if we [Greeks] collaborate with separatists and later Ukraine recaptures the territory, as it happened in Slovyansk, the battalions will purge us.”\textsuperscript{ciii} He added that “we’d rather fight for the battalions than fight against them. Separatists are not there to stay, but Ukraine is.”

Slightly different perspective was offered by a Jewish recruit: “Everyone expects that we
[ethnic Jews] will be first to be harassed by the nationalists. Guess what: we are among them now!" \(x^v\)

The efforts to overcome the commitment problem \(x^v\) by the ethnic majority were evidently present among the participation motives of “unlikely recruits””. The Ukraine’s “unlikely recruits” have both feared the battalions and were proud to be their members, which offered them unwritten guarantees of ethnic security. Decisions to ally with the most threatening conflict actor were often intuitive. A former Roma recruit \(x^{vi}\) recalled: “As Roma I both feared the battalions and dreamed to be a part of them.” In the reasoning of a Tatar combatant, \(x^{vii}\) “if I have to choose between separatists, Ukrainian army and the battalions, the battalions have the most to offer: respect, protection, brotherhood, no hazing, and no corruption. The choice isn’t hard to make at all.”

Although most informants cite patriotism, concern for the Ukrainian statehood and individual obligations to assist their home country, ethnic security concerns were clearly pronounced among the individual reasons for mobilization. A Greek volunteer \(x^{viii}\) explained that “on [rebel] occupied territories, separatists tried to co-opt Greek communities to collaborate and were very friendly to us, but we didn’t fit in Novorissiya [rebel state].” He further explained that “although they [rebels] did not harm us, we weren’t sure what will happen after the war.” An ethnic Jewish combatant from Odessa shared similar views: “My hometown [Odessa] was always known for its multi-ethnic background, …we know that Ukraine is determined to keep it that way, but we don’t know what are the separatists’ plans.” \(x^ix\) He added: “They [rebels] want to create a Russian state … and we know that there won’t be place for Jews.” Ethnic Hungarians and Romanians were similarly concerned about the rebels’ possible attitudes towards non-Slavic minorities. As encapsulated in the words a Romanian combatant: “we Romanians, as well as Hungarians of western Ukraine, we see ourselves as part of Europe, not of Russkii mir [Russian world], needless to say we are
worried as a community.”

Notwithstanding the deep-seated grievances that both Hungarian and Romanian communities had held against Ukraine, nearly all informants believed that, as it was termed by Nicolae: “Ukraine and its nationalists did not seem that dangerous.”

In the absence of immediate threat to their ethnic identity and interests, smaller ethnic minorities voiced concerns about uncertainty and unpredictability of separatists. In the words of a Roma volunteer, “we Gypsies, always have to choose the lesser evil. Currently Ukraine seems to us as such.”

Thus, participation as means of “pre-emptive security” for their ethnic group was frequently mentioned by the informants.

Alongside motivational factors, organizational capacity emerged as noteworthy. The interview findings reveal that smaller and more territorially dispersed ethnic minorities had much harder time organizing collective action. For example, Ukraine’s (western) Tatars owing to their geographic dispersion maintain limited community (ethnic) networks. A former Tatar combatant recalled, “first I joined with a [Tatar] friend of mine, but later we became part of broader Tatar group in ATO.” The geographical spread and relatively small numbers of the highly localized Roma communities resulted in Roma from some regions of Ukraine more actively involved in the war effort than from others. A Roma recruit explained: “Although we [Roma] all had very similar motivations [to join] we did not have a single [ethnic] center to coordinate our mobilization. Recruits from different [Roma] settlements did not communicate with each other until they enlisted. Only later on we all got in touch.” By contrast, larger and more tightly-knit ethnic groups, such as Hungarians, ethnic Jews and Armenians were more effective at mobilizing along ethnic lines. As a Hungarian recruit recalled, “we all knew each other before we joined and we joined as a [Hungarian] group.” These findings demonstrate that although in smaller and less homogenous ethnic minorities, mobilization lacked centralized coordination – as it was in
larger ethnic minorities, which boast well-established community networks – the role of interpersonal networks was still notable.

**Ethnic minority volunteers are welcome!**

Since their creation in the spring of 2014, Ukraine’s volunteer battalions succeeded in coupling their far-right ideology with an “open-to-all-ethnicities” recruitment strategy. Along with actively recruiting into their ranks members of Ukraine’s non-Slavic ethnic minorities, and collaborating with ethnic volunteer battalions – such as Crimean Tatars – the battalions also eagerly welcomed foreign fighters from different parts of the world. The battalions’ ethnic diversity was widely employed to counter the image of these armed groups as ultranationalist or neo-Nazi organizations. In the words of an “Azov” representative, “our regiment has people from most nationalities in Ukraine and beyond.” He further added that “although some [pro-Russian] sources call us fascists, we have Jews and Muslims among our members, … we even have Jewish founding members. How can we be neo-Nazis?” Another battalion representative offered similar arguments: “nobody can argue that we are more multicultural than separatists. How many Ukrainian speakers do they have? More than half of our guys communicate only in Russian.” A former battalion recruiter and combatant recalled that “in our unit on the frontlines we had not only mobile [Orthodox] church, but also a synagogue, mosque and Catholic church.” Speaking about multi-ethnicity, a battalion representative claimed that “we are the true army of the people, because we represent all nationalities [of Ukraine].”

The “unlikely recruits” were keen to confirm that in contrast to fellow Ukrainian combatants, they often found themselves in the center of attention. A former Jewish combatant mentioned “I was frequently asked by my kombat [commander] to talk to
press, to record video messages for Youtube and Facebook. I was sort of a local celebrity.” A similar opinion was shared by a Hungarian recruit who recalled that often “journalists travelled all the way [to frontlines] just to talk to us [Hungarians]. Our unit commander was always ‘advertising’ us to all visitors and [battalion’s] guests.” An ethnic Jewish combatant mentioned that his fellow ethnic combatants were well aware that their presence was often used for the PR purposes. He described that “we all realized that we are being shown as examples of how diverse the [Ukrainian] nationalists are.” However, he added: “I did not mind that at all. I call myself zhidobanderovets because I am a Jewish Ukrainian nationalist and I enjoyed the role of promoting both Jewish and Ukrainian causes.”

Along with PR opportunities, the “unlikely recruits” have brought to the battalions material resources. Financial donations were channeled to the battalions through ethnic networks and ethnic community groups. In the words of a battalion public relations official, “some [ethnic] communities have been particularly generous in their donations to us.” An ethnic Jewish recruit offered more details: “We [ethnic Jews] received good sums of money from the [Jewish] community, Diaspora, friends in Israel. We spend some of this money on our food, living expenses and other items, but most of it we gave to the battalion, because it was the battalion that provided for us.” Reports reveal that powerful ethnic oligarchs, including the richest person in Ukraine, Rinat Akhmetov (an ethnic Tatar), were allegedly secretly financing the “Azov” and DUK battalions. Ihor Kolomoisky, a powerful ethnic Jewish oligarch was also reportedly financing the Azov battalion. In addition, Kolomoisky is credited with creating and founding in his hometown of Dnipro one of the largest volunteer battalions “Dnipro-1.” While smaller ethnicities had lower capacities to channel material resources to the battalions, the ethnic community support was still relevant. For example, recruits from among Roma and Armenian ethnicities mentioned that instead of money, their communities regularly supplied them with commodities, such as
food, clothing, and other living necessities, which were distributed among all members of the battalion. A battalion representative observed that “although we receive lots of donations from many different sources, [ethnic] communities are very consistent and generous in their support. Sometimes they give us more [goods] than we actually need.” Both the material benefits and PR opportunities offered sufficient incentives for the battalions to welcome the “unlikely recruits,” particularly in lieu of limited payoffs that the ethnic minority combatants requested in return for their services.

**Conclusion**

The role of smaller or politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities in civil wars has often been disregarded in the literature where the focus was primarily on larger ethnic minority groups. This study has sought to present a nuanced theoretically-grounded account of the smaller ethnic minorities’ participation in civil wars. Evidence from Ukraine demonstrates that the members of political-irrelevant minorities mobilized for far-right volunteer battalions irrespectively of the armed groups’ ideology and limited participation rewards. Although ideologically distant from their hosts, the “unlikely recruits” perceived the battalions as both the most threatening actors and the only conflict participants, which could effectively safeguard their ethnic interests. The Ukraine’s smaller minorities did not perceive pro-Russian separatists as a direct threat, but they believed that the alliance with the pro-government battalions is of much higher benefit for them than neutrality. Although further research will need to confirm the broader external validity of these findings, they demonstrate that in the context of ethnic conflicts the “unlikely recruits” distinguish themselves as different from other conflict participants and tend to pursue their own ethnic objectives. From the armed groups’ perspective, ethnic minority recruits provided opportunities to “embellish”
the battalions’ image and also offered extra material resources. Due to limited demands of the “unlikely recruits”, the armed groups were satisfied with their similarly limited contribution. The post-war (2016-19) radicalization of the battalions and their affiliated groups – which this study did not discuss – and their attacks on ethnic minorities, suggests that the most valued for the “unlikely recruits” participation objective, their ethnic security, was not guaranteed through their participation. This indicates that participation rewards for politically-irrelevant groups are far more precarious than the “unlikely recruits” perceive them, and that their ethnic interests may easily be ignored by their hosts.

This study advances knowledge about politically-irrelevant minorities’ role in civil wars in at least two ways. First, it underscores the need for proper understanding of multi-actor conflicts. The emphasis on politically-irrelevant ethnic minorities shows that irrespectively of whose side ethnic minorities are on, they might harbor their own agendas and that their participation incentives may not easily fit into the “greed and grievances” or opportunities’-centered strands of theories. The empirical evidence of this study demonstrates that even pro-government conflict actors often distinguish themselves from the government and that the “unlikely recruits” may join any of the parties involved regardless of their ideological stance. Second, this study suggests that conflict participants can choose alliances with actors with opposing or conflicting interests and ideologies as far as they expect perceived participation benefits to outweigh disadvantages. Studying “unlikely recruits” can also shed further implications relevant for policy and practice. For example, the involvement of smaller ethnic minorities in civil wars is likely to have implications for conflict outcomes and post-conflict processes that can be of importance for both international organizations and national governments alike.
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